Households and businesses are generally more interested in where prices are headed than in where they have been.

The Federal Reserve has a mandate to promote price stability and full employment. Generally, “price stability” is given a forward-looking interpretation. Policy should be conducted so that expected medium-term (two- to five-year) inflation is low and stable or, less strictly, so that expected inflation beyond the next few years is low and stable.\(^1\) Households and businesses, too, are generally more interested in where prices are headed than in where they have been.

How best to forecast inflation is controversial. Many analysts have assumed that changes in inflation depend on the amount of labor market slack: Inflation tends to rise when the unemployment rate is low and to fall when it is high. It follows that you cannot reduce inflation without going through a period of higher-than-normal unemployment. Others, however, believe that slack—at least as we usually measure it—doesn’t matter: The best predictor of future inflation is current inflation.

It appears that both of these views oversimplify. Neither is a good approximation over the past 15 years—a period that has been characterized by remarkable stability in long-term inflation expectations. Our research carries the implication that should this stability be maintained, the current high unemployment rate means that inflation is likely to run somewhat below 2 percent in the coming year. It does not mean, however, that we can expect ongoing declines in inflation.

To see this, it is helpful to decompose inflation into three components. The first is a trend approximated by the inflation rate that professional, private forecasters believe will prevail in the longer term. It excludes the inflation that’s expected over the coming year, to minimize business-cycle influences. This expected “long-forward” inflation is low and steady to the extent that the private sector has confidence in the Fed’s commitment to long-run price stability. Over the past 15 years, the long-forward expectation is, in fact, well-approximated by a constant value plus a small amount of noise (Chart 1, blue line), suggesting that the Fed’s price-stability commitment is highly credible.

The second component of inflation is “cyclical.” It is the difference between expected long-forward inflation and the Dallas Fed trimmed mean personal consumption expenditure (PCE) inflation rate—a weighted average of price changes in which changes on the high and low extremes are discarded. As its name suggests, the cyclical component of inflation is sensitive to slack. It tends to be positive near business-cycle peaks, when the unemployment rate is low, and negative near troughs.
In short, inflation has three parts—a long-run trend that has been constant since the late 1990s, a cyclical component that is strongly related to the unemployment rate and can be forecast with some accuracy, and an unpredictable transitory component.

Predictable Cyclical Component

The theory that the level of inflation is directly related to labor-market slack was discredited in the 1970s, when inflation exceeded 10 percent despite a high jobless rate. An alternative theory—that changes in inflation are systematically related to slack—then gained currency. This model fit the data fairly well through the mid-1980s. During the subsequent “Great Moderation” period of lower and less-volatile inflation, however, slack’s usefulness in inflation forecasting seemed to disappear (Chart 3), leading some analysts to conclude that slack holds no predictive power for inflation.

Instead of looking for a relationship between the level of inflation and slack following business-cycle troughs, when the unemployment rate is high (Chart 1).

In practice, the extreme price changes excluded from the trimmed mean inflation rate tend to be temporary—they are usually “one off” increases or decreases that are neither reliably repeated nor reliably reversed and, hence, are not easily forecast. They make up the third and final inflation component, the difference between headline and trimmed mean PCE inflation, which we accordingly label “transitory” (Chart 2).
(the 1960s approach) or between the change in inflation and slack (the 1970s to mid-1980s approach), we look for a relationship between slack and deviations of trimmed mean inflation from expected long-forward inflation (the private sector’s perception of the Fed’s long-term inflation objective).

The deviation of trimmed mean inflation from expected long-forward inflation (the shading in Chart 1) shows a clear negative relationship with the four-quarter lag of the unemployment rate in post-1983 data (Chart 4). When the unemployment rate is high, trimmed mean inflation tends to run below long-forward expectations; conversely, when unemployment is low, the trimmed mean runs above long-forward expectations.

Statistical analysis shows that besides the lagged unemployment rate, the lagged quarterly change in the unemployment rate helps explain the gap between trimmed mean inflation and expected long-forward inflation. The lag of the gap matters too. In other words, the cyclical component of inflation is sensitive to both slack and the change in slack, and it is persistent.

Using the resulting regression equation to forecast trimmed mean inflation requires making an assumption about future long-forward inflation expectations. Given the recent stability of these expectations, it is tempting to assume that they will equal their post-1997 average value. A forecast of coming-year trimmed mean inflation constructed in this way would have been much more accurate over the past decade than extrapolating from previous trimmed mean inflation or past long-forward inflation expectations.³

Inflation’s Transitory Component

Ultimately, people care about price changes for all the goods and services they consume (headline inflation). Indeed, the price changes that are tossed out in the calculation of trimmed mean inflation are probably those most noticed by consumers. However important inflation’s transitory component may be, it is unpredictable at a four-quarter horizon. In particular, it shows no systematic relation to slack (Chart 5) and no persistence (Chart 6).³ The implication is that the best way to forecast headline inflation is to forecast trimmed mean inflation. The trimming procedure filters or sifts out “noisy” components from the inflation data, making it easier to discern the underlying relationship between inflation and labor market slack.

Credibility Is Key

Slack matters for future inflation, but the credibility of the Fed’s commitment to long-term price stability also matters. Additionally, the effects of slack are sometimes obscured by transitory inflation movements. When forecasting inflation, it is helpful to use private-sector long-forward inflation expectations to control for changes in the credibility of monetary policy and to strip out the effects of special factors and disruptions by focusing on trimmed mean rather than headline inflation.

Near-term inflation’s direct dependence on expected long-forward inflation complicates inflation forecasting.
Long-forward expectations could adjust to Fed pronouncements about the future conduct of policy as well as to near-term changes in the actual conduct of policy. Over the past 15 years, expected long-forward inflation has been “well anchored”: equal to a constant plus a small random error. This stability, in the face of tremendous fluctuations in economic and financial conditions and changes to the implementation of policy, provides encouragement—but no guarantee—that expected long-forward inflation will hold steady over the year ahead.
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Notes
1 The Federal Reserve considers a 2 percent inflation rate in the personal consumption expenditures (PCE) price index to be consistent with its price-stability mandate. The 2 percent target rate was made explicit in January 2012. PCE inflation typically runs slightly below the Consumer Price Index (CPI), partly because PCE accounts for consumers substituting away from an item as its relative price increases.


4 Regressions confirm that the four-quarter lag of the gap between headline and trimmed mean inflation, the gap between trimmed mean inflation and its long-term trend, the unemployment rate and the one-quarter change in the unemployment rate all lack marginal predictive power for transitory inflation.